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With Schnabl products you can save 
up to 60 % of your working time!
By using Schnabl products you will achieve a triplication of your installation  
performance compared to conventional installation techniques, with a minimum  
of effort. As a consequence of saving a lot of working time, costs for electrical 
installations will be considerably reduced. Under the monitoring of TÜV Austria, 
the work rate of conduit installation on identical parts of a building project were  
analyzed. The result of this time comparison of Schnabl with traditional installation  
methods: Schnabl showed a clear advantage at the in wall and the on wall installation.  
Find out in our video for mounting comparison. Just scan the QR-Code with your smart-phone.

Schnabl Stechtechnik GmbH is a market leader in the field of mounting technology for electric  
installations. Schnabl has an optimal solution for every type of installation, recessed or unrecessed  
mounting or fitting to light materials such as dry wall, insulated flooring, etc. High torque values  
(up to 350 N per mounting point) ensures safe work. All Schnabl products are produced from high- 
quality, recyclable plastic. The ISO 9001 certification was first presented in 1997 and has remained  
a solid part of Schnabl Stecktechnik GmbH’s quality assurance ever since.

On the following pages, we would like to show you some reference objects from different countries  
at which Electrical contractors have relied on the advantages of Schnabl‘s plug-in technology.

Video Time Comparison.  
Just scan the QR-Code with your smart-phone.



Vienna. AUSTRIA
University of Economy and Business

EC Euro-Clip
EDV Euro twist-on connection
SH cable holder
SDC Schnabl Distribution Box Clip



New campus for University of Economy  
and Business in Vienna. On 4th October  
2013, the new campus of WU Vienna,  
with a total of 100,000 m² and 45,000 m² 
buildings the biggest in Austria, was  
opened. It was built according to a  
„Green Build“ concept and energy supply  
comes mainly from thermal use of  
groundwater. The whole campus and  
its buildings are barrier-free and equipped 
with a tactile guidance system.

The EC Euro Clip can be positioned by pushing it over the entire clip width 
and removed again simply by being snapped off. The functional stacking sys-
tem means several EC Euro Clips in different sizes can be clipped together.

Even when installed, the SH cable holder can be easily opened and  
closed again. This allows cables to be easily added and removed.  
If required up to two EC clamps, in any pipe diameter size can be  
attached directly to the SH.

With the combination of the EC Euro-Clip an dthe EDV Euro  
twist-on connection you can fix pipes to all conventional cable 
conduits with slotted holes. 
The SDC Schnabl Distribution Box Clip offers a timesaving  
and effort-saving installation of conduit boxes on cable routes.



Brussels. BELGIUm
NATO Headquarters

EC Euro-Clip
SBC Schnabl Wire Mesh Clip
USA Recessed clamp automatic



The new NATO headquarters in Brussels  
is planned to be opened in 2016.   
The 750 million EUR project enables NATO 
to reduce its headquarters‘ environmental 
impact thanks to recycled demolition  
materials, green roofs, integration into 
Brussels‘ broader urban planning,  
effective water management and reduced 
travel needs by staff using video  
teleconferences.

Thanks to Schnabl you will keep track even of very complex conduit  
installations. Schnabl products withstand 40 kg extraction forces and  
thus guarantee secure work.

Für die trassenförmige Verlegung von mantelleitungen, flexiblen Rohren und 
Schläuchen auf und unter Putz eignet sich der TB Trassenbügel in verbindung 
mit dem TA Traganker. Er gewährleistet sicheren Halt, auch bei unterschiedli-
chen Schlauch dimensionen.

The tube is pushed into the big opening of the SBC Schnabl Wire Mesh Clip, 
with the small opening attached to the wire. Fixings in the small opening 
prevent the clip from sliding.

With the extra short tail, the USA Recessed clamp automatic is also  
suitable for use in dry wall. It will leave the outer wall undamaged. 
A quick press is enough to affix the clamp to the conduit.



Frankfurt. GERmANy
The Henninger Tower

DHI Insulation fixing
DSN Dowel fastening nail
SH Cable Holder 



Der Henninger Tower with a height of  
140 m on an area of 20,000 m² and a total 
project volume of 300 million Euros  
is a real landmark of Frankfurt. It reminds 
the beholder of the old Henninger-brewery 
tower and will provide high value living 
space next to Frankfurt‘s cultural centre.

With the DHI insulation fixing, you don’t just mount the insulation, but also 
the electricity supply.

With the DSN Dowel fastening nail you will successfully fasten sockets  
„at the push of a thumb“. Drill – Fasten – Finish!

mit Schnabl Produkten behalten Sie den Durchblick –  
auch bei komplizierten Velegungen. 



Vienna. AUSTRIA

EC Euro-Clip
DSN Dowel fastening nail
SH Cable Holder
TA Support anchor
TB Terrace bracket

Terminal 3, Vienna airport



Thanks to its geographical position in the 
centre of Europe, the Vienna airport is  
one of the most important hubs for the  
growing number of destinations in central 
and eastern Europe. Nowadays it offers 
flights to more than 240 destinations  
worldwide. In order to correspond to the  
requirements of modern transport, 
 terminal 3 with direct access to railway 
lines was built and is in service since  
November 2012.

Here you can see a combination of SH Cable Holder and EC Euro-Clip. 
With the DSN Dowel fastening nail you will successfully fasten  
fire detectors.

TA Support anchor and TB Terrace bracket. For the chased fixing of  
sheathed cables, flexible tubing and pipes, on and under plasterboard.  
The TB provides a secure hold even with different pipe dimensions.  
Fast cable placement with no plastering.

Thanks to the functional clip system, several EC Euro-Clips can  
be clipped together in various sizes.



Vienna. AUSTRIA

EC Euro-Clip
SGC Schnabl Thread Clip
DHI Insulation fixing

DC Tower



The fastening of pipes on to threaded rods is made fast and easy with  
the SGC Schnabl Thread Clip.

The DC Tower was finished in autumn  
2013 and is, with a height of 250 m, the 
tallest building in Austria. 
As one of the first office buildings it fulfils 
the “Green Build” standards issued by the 
European Union. 
It impresses not only with its shiny facade, 
but also with sophisticated building  
automation, low running expenses and 
energy consumption.

Keep the overview by using the EC Euro-Clip with various pipe dimensions.

you can also fix an EC Euro-Clip on a DHI Insulation fixing.  
This manages the simultaneous installation of insulation materials 
and pipes.



Oslo. NORWAy

USD Buried clamp double 
SH Cable Holder
DSN Dowel fastening nail

Ski-jump at the Holmenkollen



At the oldest and without doubt most 
famous and prestigious venue of Nordic  
ski sport, the Holmenkollen, the first  
ski-jump event was held in 1892. 
For the world championship 2011 a  
complete re-development of the  
Holmenkollen ski-jump was executed.

The SH Cable Holder for the multiple carrying of up to 30 sheathed cables  
with Ø 10 mm. In tight areas, the SH 15 can be rotated up to 90° and  
installed with our DSN Dowel Fastening Nail.

Two pipes are mounted at the same time with the USD Buried 
clamp double without plastering and with just one borehole. 
And thanks to the integrated nib on the interior clip side, the pipe 
can be tensed for easier cable insertion. 



Amsterdam. NETHERLANDS
Paleis van Justitie

AKS Distance gripper clamp
ESV Euro connector lock
ESD Euro- fastening anchor
KB Cable bracket 



In combination with the EC Euro-Clip the ESV Euro connector lock is for the 
installation of pipes on all major cable trays with round holes with a sheet 
thickness of 0.5 to 1.1 mm.

Perfect and quick laying of multiple cables directly on the ceiling. Insert the 
KB Cable bracket with minimal effort, then lay the cable. The KB’s own 
internal stress is sufficient to ensure the cable is mounted firmly even against 
high temperature fluctuations.

The ESD Euro fastening anchor fits into a 6 mm diameter drilled hole and 
is the “clip on” fixing for the Schnabl EC Euro clip. But you can also, as in this 
picture, attach a bunch of cables by using a cable tie.

Since April 2013 the „Paleis van Justitie“  
in Amsterdam is the new home of Nether-
lands supreme court. The complex is  
abstract and light, yet also strong and 
timeless. Five different top-grade materials 
were applied in horizontal bands at  
different heights, each varying in texture 
but all of them coloured white or light grey: 
natural stone, ceramic elements, white-
washed concrete, glazed brick and  
powder-coated steel plate.

The AKS Distance Gripper Clamp is for retaining single pipes with 
a fixed distance from the wall with the least effort and greatest time 
efficiency. Every Schnabl EC Euro-Clip can be attached to either 
side of the AKS clip. The AKS is suitable to be mounted on/in concre-
te, full brick, hollow brick, aerated concrete; not to be mounted on/in 
wood or soft insulation material.



Vienna. AUSTRIA
Central railway station

EC Euro-Clip
C-Fix
ESV Euro connector lock



From 2010 to 2014, the new Central  
railway station had been Austria‘s largest 
building site ever. The project with a total 
size of 109 ha comprises not only a train 
station, but a whole new urban district with 
550,000 m² office space, 5,000 apartments 
for 13,000 people as well as 8 ha park 
area, schools and nurseries.

All in perfect order. For several EC Euro-Clips one hole is enough.  
Save up to 60 % of your working time!

The C-Fix clip enables piping to be mounted to drywalls quickly and 
easily. The unique design ensures a strong grip and does not damage the 
outside of the wall.

Even not so common combinations can be realised. Here you see  
EC Euro-clips with ESV Euro connector locks mounted on metal  
profiles with round holes.



münsterlingen. SWITzERLAND
Hospital Münsterlingen

USA Recessed clamp automatic
SH Cable Holder
AKS Distance gripper clamp
TB Terrace bracket
TA Support anchor



The „Kantonsspital Münsterlingen“  
lies at the shores of Lake Constance.  
According to the legend, Angela, daughter 
of England‘s King Edward I., was  
responsible for the foundation of the  
hospital. Nowadays, more than 11,500  
patients are treated annually by  
960 employees.

Even when installed, the SH Cable Holder can be easily opened and 
closed again. This allows cables to be easily added and removed. Schnabl 
products can withstand torque forces up to 40 kg. 
If you need a distance from the wall then the AKS Distance Gripper Clamp 
is your choice!

USA automatic buried clamp – for the simple plaster laying of  
flexible pipes without plastering, on plasterboard, concrete and 
hollow brick. Insert flexible or rigid pipe into the USA and push  
down until it closes automatically.

The TB Terrace bracket in combination with the TA Support anchor is the 
perfect way for the chased fixing of sheathed cables, flexible tubing and 
pipes, on and under plasterboard.



ESD Euro-fastening anchor

AKS Distance gripper clamp 

KB Cable bracket 

USA Recessed clamp automatic

EKP Euro adhesive pad

EC Euro-Clip

RK Conduit Claw 

KBS Cable bracket for shooting

USE Recessed clamp single

DHI Insulation fixing

UVB Universal clamping bracket

ESS Single fastening clamp

SH Cable Holder  

USD Recessed clamp double

LB Lance drill

EDV Euro twist-on connection

DSS Double fastening clamp

SH Cable Holder  

CF C-Fix 

SBC Schnabl Wire mesh Clip

ESV Euro connector lock

DSA Double fastening clamp

TB Terrace bracket 

PD Board anchor

ECV Euro-Clip Connector

SGC Schnabl Thread Clip

DKS Dowel clamp  

TA Support anchor  

ESD Euro fastening anchor 

SDC Schnabl Distribution Box Clip

GTH Basket Tray Holder

DSS Double fastening clamp   

TAP Support anchor panel

SBA Schnabl drill stop

ESP Euro shooting plate

DSN Dowel fastening nail 

TAP Support anchor panel

USA Recessed clamp automatic

Schnabl products for conduits, cables, recessed hoses and also for dry wall and Fermacell. 
Once you’ve worked with them you’ll never go back.

Please take note that the application pictures at the right-hand pages are figurative and not necessarily connected with the building  
project at the opposite side. Some of the depicted building projects are still in progress or in the planning phase.





Schnabl Stecktechnik GmbH
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